TOTAL NUMBER OF CASES PUBLISHED IN JOURNAL-219(P-73).
Application Advertised Before Registration.
(Accepted on or before 31st January, unless otherwise stated)

CLASS 1.

STABILOL

Advertised Before Acceptance Under Section 15(1) (Proviso).

TOTAL NUMBER OF CASES PUBLISHED IN JOURNAL -

In Association with 46134 & others. (-----)

BLOCK

Advertised Before Acceptance Under Section 15(1) (Proviso).

Registration of this Trade Mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of Letter “F”.

115424. Chemical products and adhesive substances used in industry all falling class 1,
INTERCHEM (PVT) LTD., (A Pakistani Company), Suite 8-38, Arkay Square, Shahrah Liaquat,

BAYMICRON

Advertised Before Acceptance Under Section 15(1) (Proviso).

126533. Chemical products for industrial purposes, especially colour former and solvents
for colour former; chemical micro capsules as a carrier of active substances, especially colour
former also in aqueous dispersions, pastes or powder for the production of carbonless copy
papers; synthetic resins and plastics in raw state, in form of powders, chips, granules, pastes,
being goods included in class 1, BAYER AKTIENGESELLSCHAFT, (A West German Company),
D-5090 Leverkusen, Bayerwerk, Federal Republic of Germany, Manufacturers and Merchants, dated
13th September, 1994, Agent, United Trademark & Patent Services, West End Building, 61-The Mall,
Lahore 54000, Pakistan.
CLASS 1.

RUBINATE

Advertised Before Acceptance Under Section 15(1) (Proviso).

132496. Chemicals used in industry; science; horticulture; agriculture; forestry; polyurethane compositions; adhesives; additives; resins, being goods included in class 1.


BLOCK

Advertised Before Acceptance Under Section 15(1) (Proviso).

Registration of this Trade Mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of device of "Triangle" except as substantially shown on the label.

133688. Chemicals used in industry; unprocessed artificial resins; unprocessed plastics.


CLASS 2.

VINNOL

Advertised Before Acceptance Under Section 15(1) (Proviso).

140089. Paints, varnishes, lacquers; wood preservatives; anti-rust agents; raw materials for lacquers, lacquer additives and auxiliaries; pigments; flow control agents; binders and thickeners for lacquers and paints; bactericidal, fireproof and hammer finish additives for lacquers; lacquers for coating electrical and electronic parts and components.

WACKER POLYMERS SYSTEMS GmbH & Co. KG, a Limited Partnership duly organized under the laws of Germany, Johannes-Hex Straße, 24, D-84489, Burghausen, Germany, Manufacturers and Merchants, dated 20th February, 1997, Agent, Sheikh Brothers, National Bank of Building, Near Denso Hall M.A. Jinnah Road, Karachi.
CLASS-2.

FLEXOBRITE

Advertised Before Acceptance Under Section 15(1) (Proviso).


CLASS-3.

SAVANE

Advertised Before Acceptance Under Section 15(1) (Proviso).

81219. Bleaching preparations and other substances for laundry use; cleaning, polishing, scouring and abrasive preparations, soaps, perfumery, essential oils, cosmetics, hair lotions; dentifrices and all other goods included in class 3, BEECHAM GROUP p.l.c., A British Company, Beecham House, Great West Road, Brentford, Middlesex, TW8 9BD, Great Britain, Manufacturers and Merchants, dated 29th November, 1983, Agent Bharucha & Co, 215-216, Commerce Centre, Hasrat Mohani Road, Karachi-74200.

UNI-FLOW

Advertised Before Acceptance Under Section 15(1) (Proviso).

CLASS-3, Contd.

EPSO TAR

Advertised Before Acceptance Under Section 15(1) (Proviso).


BLOCK

Advertised Before Acceptance Under Section 15(1) (Proviso).


SILK CUT

Advertised Before Acceptance Under Section 15(1) (Proviso).


BLOCK

Advertised Before Acceptance Under Section 15(1) (Proviso).

121508. Perfumes, toilet waters, bath foams, perfumed toilet soaps, deodorants for use on the person; perfumed body lotions and creams, being goods included in class 3, KRIZIA S.P.A., (Joint Stock Company organized under the laws of Italy), Via Manin n. 19 20121 MILAN, Italy, Manufacturers and Merchants, dated 23rd August, 1993, Agent, United Trademark & Patent Services, West End Building, 61 The Mall, Lahore-54000, Pakistan.
MOBILINK

Advertised Before Acceptance Under Section 15(1) (Proviso).

124671. Bleaching preparations and other substances for laundry use; cleaning, polishing, scouring and abrasive preparations; soaps; perfumery, essential oils; cosmetics; hair lotions, dentifrices. PAKISTAN MOBILE COMMUNICATIONS (PVT) LTD, a Pakistani Company, Jamrud Road, Peshawar. Manufacturers and Merchants, dated 14th April, 1994, Agent, United Trademark & Patent Services, West End Building, 61-The Mall, Lahore-54000, Pakistan.

NEHAL BABY SUPPLEMENT

Advertised Before Acceptance Under Section 15(1) (Proviso).

Registration of this Trade Mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of Word “NEHAL” Separately and apart from the mark as whole.

120985. Bleaching preparations and other substances for laundry use; cleaning, polishing, scouring and abrasive preparations; soaps; perfumery, essential oils; cosmetics; hair lotions, dentifrices. HAMDARD FOUNDATION PAKISTAN, a Society registered under the Societies Registration Act 1860, Nazimabad, Block-III, Karachi. Manufacturers and Merchants, dated 26th February, 1995, Agent, Sheikh Brothers, National Bank of Building, Near Denso Hall M.A. Jinnah Road, Karachi.

NEHAL BABY FORMULA

Advertised Before Acceptance Under Section 15(1) (Proviso).

Registration of this Trade Mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of Word “NEHAL BABY FORMULA” Separately and apart from the mark as whole.

126990. Bleaching preparations and other substances for laundry use; cleaning, polishing, scouring and abrasive preparations; soaps; perfumery, essential oils; cosmetics; hair lotions, dentifrices. HAMDARD FOUNDATION PAKISTAN, a Society registered under the Societies Registration Act 1860, Nazimabad, Block-III, Karachi. Manufacturers and Merchants, dated 26th February, 1995, Agent, Sheikh Brothers, National Bank of Building, Near Denso Hall M.A. Jinnah Road, Karachi.
CLASS-3, Contd.

BLOCK

Advertised Before Acceptance Under Section 15(1) (Proviso).

130873. Powders, creams, lotions, aerosols, fluids, shampoos, soaps, sprays and conditioners all being grooming aids for pet animals, being goods included in class 3. MARS, INCORPORATED, a corporation organized and existing under the laws of the State of Delaware, United States of America, 6885 Elm Street, McLean, Virginia, United States of America, Manufacturers and Merchants, dated 16th July, 1995, Agent, United Trademark & Patent Services, West End Building, 61-The Mall, Lahore-54000, Pakistan.

L’OREAL EXCELLENCE

Advertised Before Acceptance Under Section 15(1) (Proviso).

Registration of this Trade Mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of Word “EXCELLENCE” Separately and apart from the mark as whole.

135349. Perfumes, toilet water; gels, oils for the bath and the shower; toilet soaps; body deodorants; cosmetics namely creams, milks, lotions, gels and powders for the face, the body and the hands; sun care preparations; make-up preparations; shampoos; gels, sprays, mousses and balms for the hair styling and hair care; hair lacquers; hair colouring and hair decolorant preparations; permanent waving and curling preparations; essential oils for personal use; dentifrices, being goods included in class 3. L’OREAL (a French societe anonyme), 14, Rue Royale 75008 PARIS FRANCE, Manufacturers and Merchants, dated 21st April, 1996, Agent, United Trademark & Patent Services, West End Building, 61-The Mall, Lahore-54000, Pakistan.

In Association with 109425 & others. (____)

ESTEE LAUDER PLEASURES

Advertised Before Acceptance Under Section 15(1) (Proviso).

Registration of this Trade Mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of Word “PLEASURES”.

135595. Cosmetics, toiletries, and fragrances, ESTEE LAUDER COSMETICS, LTD., a corporation organized and existing under the laws of the Dominion of Canada, 161 Commander Boulevard, Nepean, Ontario, M8J 3K9, Canada, Manufacturers and Merchants, dated 13th May, 1996, Agent, Vellani & Vellani, 810-820, Muhammadi House 8th Floor, I.I. Chundrigar Road, Karachi, 74000.

In Association with 83825 & others. (____)
CLASS-3, Contd.

SWISS FORMULA

Advertised Before Acceptance Under Section 15(1) (Proviso).

Registration of this Trade Mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of Word “SWISS FORMULA” Separately and apart from the mark as whole.


BLOCK

Advertised Before Acceptance Under Section 15(1) (Proviso).

Registration of this Trade Mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of Word “BLUE” and Device of “Star” except substantially as shown on the label.

135799. Washing blue, Munawar Khan, Sole Prop., Pakistani National, M/s. KHAN CHEMICAL COMPANY, House No.260, Street No.56, Mughalpura, Lahore, Manufacturers and Merchants, dated 22nd May, 1996, Agent, Shahs Registration Law Chamber, GPO Box No.1119, Room No.11 G, Saleemi Chamber, Edward Road Lahore-54000.

BLOCK

Advertised before acceptance, Section 15(1) (Proviso).

136922. Bleaching preparations and other substances for laundry use; cleaning, polishing, scouring and abrasive preparations; soaps, including toilet soaps; perfumery, essential oils, cosmetics, particularly toilet water, shower gels, shaving cremes, preshavining creams, after shave moisturizing concentrates, deodorants, (crays and sticks), antiperspirants (toiletries), body lotions, hair lotions, shampoos; dentifrices, Zino Davidoff SA, a company organized and existing under the laws of Switzerland, Route des Arsenaux 15, CH-1700, Fribourg, Switzerland, Manufacturers and Merchants, dated 30th July, 1996, Agent, Sheikh Brothers, National Bank of Building, Near Denso Hall M.A. Jinnah Road, Karachi.
CLASS-3. Contd.

BLOCK

Advertised Before Acceptance Under Section 15(1) (Proviso).


ALL WAYS

Advertised Before Acceptance Under Section 15(1) (Proviso).


VANILLA FIELDS

Advertised Before Acceptance Under Section 15(1) (Proviso).

139987. Soaps, perfumery, essential oils, cosmetics, hair lotions. COTY GMBH, a company organized and existing under the laws of Germany, Ludwig Bertram Strasse 8-10 67059 Ludwigshafen, Germany. Manufacturers and Merchants, dated 22nd February, 1997, Agent, Bharucha & Co, 215-216, Commerce Centre, Hasrat Mohani Road, Karachi-72001.
CLASS-3. Contd.

**ALCYAK**

Advertised Before Acceptance Under Section 15(1)(Proviso).


**BLOCK**

Advertised Before Acceptance Under Section 15(1)(Proviso).

141799. Bleaching preparations and other substances for laundry use; cleaning; polishing, scouring and abrasive preparations; soaps; perfumery, essential oils, cosmetics, hair lotions; dentifrices, being all goods included in class 3. IMPERIAL CHEMICAL INDUSTRIES PLC (A British Company), Imperial Chemical House Millbank London SW1P 3JF England, Manufacturers and Merchants, dated 6th June, 1997, Agent United Trademark & Patent Services, West End Building, 61-The Mall, Lahore-54000, Pakistan.

In Association with 16361 & others. (______)

**JANSSEN-CILAG**

Advertised Before Acceptance Under Section 15(1)(Proviso).

CLASS-3.

BLOCK

Advertised Before Acceptance Under Section 15(1) (Proviso).

Registration of this Trade Mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of Letters “R & C”.

143327. Cleaning, polishing and scouring preparations, abrasive preparations or substances, washing preparations, perfuming preparations for the atmosphere, detergents, including anti-bacterial hard surface care products, toiletries (bath foam and shower gel and soaps).


In Association with 62258 & others. (____)
CLASS-5.

**BLOCK**

Advertised Before Acceptance Under Section 15(1) (Proviso).

100531. Pharmaceutical products and substances in the form of a remedy in respect of the treatment of megrin, being goods included in class 5. ASTA Medica Aktiengesellschaft, (a German Aktiengesellschaft), Weisendruckerstrasse 45, D-6000 Frankfurt am Main 1, Germany, Manufacturers and Merchants, dated 26th November, 1988, Agent, United Trademark & Patent Services, West End Building, 61 The Mall, Lahore-54000, Pakistan.

In Association with 746951 & others. ( )

**BLOCK**

Advertised Before Acceptance Under Section 15(1) (Proviso).


**RHEOCYCLAN**

Advertised Before Acceptance Under Section 15(1) (Proviso).

CLASS-5, Contd.

ZEFFIX

Advertised Before Acceptance Under Section 15(1) (Proviso). (by consent)


BLOCK

Advertised Before Acceptance Under Section 15(1) (Proviso).

124959. OCTEMOX 60ml Syrup in powder form (amoxicillin 125mg/5ml) Broad spectrum antibiotic, OCEAN PHARMACEUTICALS (PVT) LIMITED, C-1, 20, Sector 6-B, North Karachi Industrial Area, Karachi, Manufacturers and Merchants, dated 30th April, 1994.

BLOCK

Advertised Before Acceptance Under Section 15(1) (Proviso).

124960. Sodium acid citrate 120ml syrup for maintaining physiological alkalinity of the urine, OCEAN PHARMACEUTICALS (PVT) LIMITED, C-1, 20, Sector 6-B, North Karachi Industrial Area, Karachi, Manufacturers and Merchants, dated 30th April, 1994.

BLOCK

Advertised Before Acceptance Under Section 15(1) (Proviso).

124961. Cepol 60ml (paracetamol) paediatric suspension, OCEAN PHARMACEUTICALS (PVT) LIMITED, C-1, 20, Sector 6-B, North Karachi Industrial Area, Karachi, Manufacturers and Merchants, dated 30th April, 1994.
CLASS-5, Contd.

BLOCK

Advertised Before Acceptance Under Section 15(1) (Proviso).


A Z K A

Advertised Before Acceptance Under Section 15(1) (Proviso).


BLOCK

Advertised Before Acceptance Under Section 15(1) (Proviso).

Registration of this Trade Mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of Letters “KHC” and device of “Lungs” and other descriptive features appearing on the label.

BLOCK

Advertised Before Acceptance Under Section 15(1) (Proviso).

Registration of this Trade Mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of Letters “KHC” and device of “Lungs” and other descriptive features appearing on the label.


GW

Advertised Before Acceptance Under Section 15(1) (Proviso).

Registration of this Trade Mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of Letters “GW” Separately and apart from the mark as whole.

133494. Pharmaceutical preparations and substances for use in the following therapeutic areas; gastroenterology; pain and endocrinology; HIV/infectious diseases and hepatitis; cardiovascular risk factors, oncology; psychiatry; respiratory; dermatology; anesthetic/antibiotics; immunological products and vaccines; musculoskeletal/nutrition/blood and allergies; dietary substances adapted for medical use; food for babies; plasters, materials for dressings; material for stopping teeth, dental wax and disinfectants, GLAXO GROUP LIMITED, A British Company, Glaxo House, Berkeley Avenue, Greenford, Middlesex UB6 0NN, England, manufacturing of Chemists, dated 24th December, 1995, Agent Remfry & Son, 3rd Floor, 305-308 Al-Ameera Centre, Shahrah-e-Iraq, Saddar, Karachi-74400.

NO MORE TEARS

Advertised Before Acceptance Under Section 15(1) (Proviso).

GALATHROID

Advertised Before Acceptance Under Section 15(1) (Proviso).


CARDAN

Advertised Before Acceptance Under Section 15(1) (Proviso).


EDITRIN ‘C’

Advertised Before Acceptance Under Section 15(1) (Proviso).

CLASS-5, Contd.

FREG

Advertised Before Acceptance Under Section 15(1) (Proviso).


Kefdrin

Advertised Before Acceptance Under Section 15(1) (Proviso).


Iverm

Advertised Before Acceptance Under Section 15(1) (Proviso).

CLASS-5, Contd.

D-C-TRON

Advertised Before Acceptance Under Section 15(1) (Proviso).

Registration of this Trade Mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of Letters “D and C” Separately and apart from the mark as whole.

140338. Agricultural oils, being adjuvants for insecticides and herbicides, CALTEX OIL (PAKISTAN) LIMITED, a company organized and existing under the laws of the Bahama Islands, Shirley Street, Nassau, Bahamas, Merchants, dated 17th March, 1997, Agent, Vellani & Vellani, M/s. 620, Mohammed House 8th Floor, L.I. Chandigar Road, Karachi 74000.

BLOCK

Advertised Before Acceptance Under Section 15(1) (Proviso).

Registration of this Trade Mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of Letters ‘&M’, Numerals “2415” Separately and apart from the mark as whole.


In Association with 46222 & others. (______)

BLOCK

Advertised Before Acceptance Under Section 15(1) (Proviso).

141642. Medicinal, traditional Chinese medicinal materials, medicinal liquor, medicinal nutritious beverage, medicinal nutritious food, medicinal nutritious substances and baby food, being goods included in class 05, Haier Group Corporation, a corporation organized and existing under the laws of People’s Republic of China, Haier Hi-Tech Zone, Haier Road, Qingdao 266101, People’s Republic of China, Manufacturers and Merchants, dated 31st May, 1997, Agent, United Trademark & Patent Services, West End Building, 61 The Mall, Lahore 54000, Pakistan.
CLASS 5.

RELUCID

Advertised Before Acceptance Under Section 15(1) (Proviso).


CLASS 6.

HUGHES SUPPLY

Advertised Before Acceptance Under Section 15(1) (Proviso).

Registration of this Trade Mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of Word “SUPPLY”.

147896. Metallic pipes and tubes including steel pipes, iron pipes and galvanized pipes, common metals and their alloys, metal building materials, pipes and tubes of metal joints and couplings for pipes and tubes, goods of common metal not included in other classes, cables and wires (non electric), rolled and cast building materials manhole covers pressure washers, water pipes (metal), pipe connectors, mouts, couplings, clamps and tapping sleeves, metal pipes and pipe fittings, plumbing fixtures and accessories including sink (metal), water faucets, shower, accessories, dicks, pool ladders, pool in ground and above ground (metal), duct furnaces (made of metal for trunking conduits for liquids or gases), ducts, duct rap, parts and fittings for all aforesaid goods, all being goods included in class-6, Hughes Supply Inc., a corporation organized and existing under the laws of the State of Florida, United States of America, 20 N, Orange Avenue, Suite 200, Orlando, Florida 32801, United States of America, Manufacturers, Merchants and Exporters, dated 13th May, 1998, Agent, Mahmood Chaudhri & Co, Advocate, 38, National Chambers Arambagh Road, Karachi-74300.
CLASS-7

MESSER GRIESHEIM

Advertised Before Acceptance Under Section 15(1) (Proviso).


BLOCK

Advertised Before Acceptance Under Section 15(1) (Proviso).


BLOCK

Advertised Before Acceptance Under Section 15(1) (Proviso).

Registration of this Trade Mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of Word “Tel” and device of “Telephone”.

CLASS-7. Count.

BLOCK

Advertised Before Acceptance Under Section 15(1) (Proviso).

Registration of this Trade Mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of Word “

122167. Chaff cutters (toka machines), cane crushers (belnas), gear machines, automatic
corn threshers, all being agricultural implements of larger kind, washing machines with dryers,
electric motors (not for land vehicles), pumps all kinds, and parts thereof, all being goods included
in class 7. Munir Ahmad, Mohammad Sajid Bashir, Mohammad Sajjad Bashir, Mohammad Sheraz
Bashir, all Pakistanis, The Beco Engineering Co. (Regd.) Shahnaz Street, Samundri Road, Faisalabad, Manufacturers and Merchants, dated 17th October, 1993, Agent, Mahmood Chaudhri &
Co., Advocate, 58, National Chambers Arambagh Road, Karachi-74200.

BLOCK

Advertised Before Acceptance Under Section 15(1) (Proviso).

132415. Machines and machine tools; motors (except for land vehicles); machine
coupling and belting (except for land vehicles); agricultural implements; incubators for eggs; DER
GRUNE PUNKT DUALES SYSTEM DEUTSCHLAND Gesellschaft fur Ablauffertigung und
Sekundaroehstoffgewinnung mbH, a company organized and existing under the laws of Germany,
Postfach 900151, 51111 Koln, Germany, Packers and Sorters, dated 10th October, 1995, Agent
Bharucha & Co, 215-216, Commerce Centre, Hasrat Mohani Road, Karachi-74200.

BLOCK

Advertised Before Acceptance Under Section 15(1) (Proviso).

134776. Machines and machine tools, motors and engines (except for land vehicles); alternators, belt conveyors and belts therefore cement mills, condensers, condensing installations;
converters for steel works, conveyors, cranes, crushing machines, de-agers for feed water,
derricks, gas turbines, generators, handling apparatus for loading and unloading hoist, hydraulics,
turbines, packing machines, reactors, rolling mills, separators, steam turbines, tube conveyors,
turbine generators, unloading hoppers, windlasses, being goods included in class 7. Korea Heavy
Industries & Construction Co., Ltd. (a Korean Company), 555 Gyeok-dong, Changwon,
CLASS-7, Count.

**METROMEDIA**

Advertised Before Acceptance Under Section 15(1) (Proviso).

139067. Radio, wireless, television, telecommunication equipments, wireless, computers, computer software, hardware and accessories thereof, peripheral equipment for computer, printers, computer programmes recorded on disc, electronic products and equipments, METROMEDIA COMPANY, a Delaware Partnership, U.S.A. (whose partners are JOHN KLUGE and STUART SUBOTNICK), One Meadowlands Plaza, East Rutherford, New Jersey 07073, U.S.A. Manufacturers and Merchants, dated 16th December, 1996, Agent, Sheikh Brothers, National Bank of Building, Near Denso Hall M.A., Jinnah Road, Karachi.

In Association with 139070 & others. (____)

**BLOCKDAYTEX**

Advertised Before Acceptance Under Section 15(1) (Proviso).


**BLOCK**

Advertised Before Acceptance Under Section 15(1) (Proviso).

139341. Machines and machine tools; motors and engines (except for land vehicles); machine coupling and transmission components (except for land vehicles); agricultural implements; incubators for eggs, being goods included in class 7, S.A. Brothers (Pvt) Ltd. (A Pakistani Company), Industrial Area, Sector P9, Islamabad, Manufacturers and Merchants, dated 6th January, 1997, Agent, United Trademark & Patent Services, West End Building, 61-The Mall, Lahore 54000, Pakistan.

In Association with 115464 & others. (____)
CLASS-7, Count.

BLOCK

Advertised Before Acceptance Under Section 15(1) (Proviso).

Registration of this Trade Mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of Letters “B & G” except substantially as shown on the label.

141686. Machines including machines for installing pipes and drilling; washing machines, tumble dryers, dishwashers, BG plc., A British Company, 100 Thames Valley Park Drive, Reading, Berkshire, RG6 1PT, Great Britain, Manufacturers and Merchants, dated 3rd June, 1997, Agent Remfry & Son, 3rd Floor, 305-308 Al-Ameera Centre, Shahrah-e-Iraq, Saddar, Karachi-74400.

BLOCK

Advertised Before Acceptance Under Section 15(1) (Proviso).

Registration of this Trade Mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of Letters “B & G” and Logo “BG” except substantially as shown on the label.

141702. Machines including machines for installing pipes and drilling; washing machines, tumble dryers, dishwashers, BG plc., A British Company, 100 Thames Valley Park Drive, Reading, Berkshire, RG6 1PT, Great Britain, Manufacturers and Merchants, dated 3rd June, 1997, Agent Remfry & Son, 3rd Floor, 305-308 Al-Ameera Centre, Shahrah-e-Iraq, Saddar, Karachi-74400.

BLOCK

Advertised Before Acceptance Under Section 15(1) (Proviso).

Registration of this Trade Mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of Word “POWER” and Letter “Z” Separately and apart from the mark as whole.

142280. Electric washing machines; electric mixers, electric can openers; electric dish washers; electric dish dryers; electric flat irons; direct current generators, alternating current motors, being goods included in class 7, DAEWOO ELECTRONICS CO., LTD. (a corporation organized and existing under the laws of Republic of Korea), 541, Namdaemun Ro 5-Ga, Chung-Gu, Seoul, Korea, Manufacturers and Merchants, dated 30th June, 1997, Agent, United Trademark & Patent Services, West End Building, 61-The Mall, Lahore-54000, Pakistan.
CLASS-7, COUNT.

BLOCK

Advertised Before Acceptance Under Section 15(1) (Proviso).

Registration of this Trade Mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of Letters “KSB” Separately and apart from the mark as whole.

143570. Pumps included in this class; motors (not for land crafts); units consisting of pumps and motors; being goods included in class 07, KSB Aktiengesellschaft, (A German Company); Johann-Klein-Strasse 9, D-67227 Frankenthal; Germany; Manufacturers and Merchants, dated 3rd September, 1997, Agent, United Trademark & Patent Services, West End Building, 61-The Mall, Lahore-54000, Pakistan.

In Association with 78010 & others. ( )

SPIRAX SARCO

Advertised Before Acceptance Under Section 15(1) (Proviso).

143865. Steam traps; valves; filters; strainers and pumps, all included in class 7; separators and air compressors; all being machines or parts of machines; lubricators and regulators; all being parts and fittings for machines; steam producing apparatus (parts of machines); SPIRAX SARCO LIMITED, a company formed under the laws of England and Wales; 130/132 St. Georges Road, Cheltenham, England; Manufacturers and Merchants, dated 23rd September, 1997, Agent, Bharucha & Co, 215-216, Commerce Centre, Hasrat Mohani Road, Karachi-74200.

In Association with 8651 & others. ( )

BLOCK

Advertised Before Acceptance Under Section 15(1) (Proviso).

Registration of this Trade Mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of all devices, trading style and descriptive matter.

145530. Machines and machine tools; motors (except for vehicles) machine coupling and belting (except for vehicles included in class 07, FARO AGRO (PVT) LIMITED, 50-Nichiter Road, Lahore, Manufacturers and Merchants, dated 16th December, 1997, Agent, Yusuf Law Associates, Advocates, 30-Shahrah-e-Quaid-e-AzamLahore-Pakistan.
CLASS-7.

**BLOCKGOLD SPARROW**

Advertised Before Acceptance Under Section 15(1) (Proviso).


CLASS-8.

**BLOCK**

Advertised Before Acceptance Under Section 15(1) (Proviso).


In Association with 100323 & others. (____)

CLASS-9.

**“AST PREMIUM”**

Advertised Before Acceptance Under Section 15(1) (Proviso).

98596. Computers and apparatus included in class 9 for use therewith, including central processing units, electric and electronic printing machines, electric and electronic plotting machines for reproducing graphics, electric and electronic scanning machines for documents which include text and/or graphic images, visual display units, keyboards and keypads integrated circuit boards, add-on circuit boards, cards, disk drives, floppy drives, tape backup units, systems, computer memory devices, computer interface devices, computer programs, data carriers bearing or incorporating machine readable data, computer work stations, computerized desk top publishing systems, and computer networking and communication systems, AST Research, Inc., (A Delaware Corporation organized and existing under the laws of USA), 16215 Alton Parkway, P.O. Box 19658, Irvine, California 92713-9658, United States of America. Manufacturers and Merchants, dated 29th May, 1988. Agent, United Trademark & Patent Services, West End Building, 61-The Mall Lahore-54000, Pakistan.

In Association with 98592 & others. (___)
CLASS-9, Contd.

BLOCKINSTAPHONE

Advertised Before Acceptance Under Section 15(1) (Proviso).

Registration of this Trade Mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of Word “PHONE” Separately and apart from the mark as whole.


WET METAL

Advertised Before Acceptance Under Section 15(1) (Provis).

116155. Audio and video cassettes recorded and pre recorded, audio and video products being goods included in class 9, Omar Shehryar and Ali Shehzad, adult Pakistani National Partners, WET METAL MUSIC GROUP, Maratab Ali Road, F.C.C. G-2, Lahore, Manufacturers and Merchants, dated 5th July, 1992, Agent, United Trademark & Patent Services, West End Building, 61-The Mall, Lahore-54000, Pakistan.

CABLETRON

Advertised Before Acceptance Under Section 15(1) (Proviso).

123219. Computer hardware, computer software, computer network hardware namely, a central multi-interconnect unit, power supply modules, transceivers, multi-port transceivers, multi-port repeaters, a central network interconnect backplane designed to automatically compensate and bridge or route any communication compatibility between network modules; a central network interconnection and which diagnoses and locates problematic areas, data carriers equipped with programs, also for the transfer of data and for local junctions and network systems, electric cables, electric wires (insulated), electronic amplifiers, electronic repeaters, electronic transceivers, optical display units; computer and computer network electronic hardware for the coding and decoding, receiving, processing, collecting, storing, and transferring of electronically transferable data; parts for the above-cited goods; Network Management software, which monitors, diagnoses, locates, reports, and corrects network problematic areas; CABLETRON SYSTEMS, INC., a corporation organized and existing under the laws of the State of Delaware, U.S.A., P.O. Box 5005, 35 Industrial Way, Rochester, NH 03867, U.S.A., Manufacturers and Merchants, dated 23rd December, 1993, Agent Bharucha & Co. 215-216, Commerse Centre, Hasrat Mohani Road, Karachi-74500.
CLASS-9, Contd.

BLOCK

Advertised Before Acceptance Under Section 15(1) (Proviso).


SAM I AM

Advertised Before Acceptance Under Section 15(1) (Proviso).

128801. Computer, video and audio recordings made on disks, tapes, cassettes, cartridges and CD-Rom by laser and electronic means, all featuring fictional characters and children’s stories, Dr. Seuss Enterprises, L.P. (a corporation organized and existing under the laws of the State of California, USA), 1200 Prospect Street, Suite 575, La Jolla, California 92037, U.S.A., Manufacturers and Merchants, dated 12th February, 1995, Agent, Surridge & Beecheno Finlay House 3rd Floor H. Chandigarh Road, Karachi.

SMART CARD

Advertised Before Acceptance Under Section 15(1) (Proviso).

128207. Scientific, nautical surveying and instruments (including wireless) photographic, cinematographic, optical, weighing, measuring, signaling checking (supervision) lifesaving and taking machines, cash register, calculating machine, the UNIVERSE, apparatus for telecommunication apparatus and equipments, magnetic/card operated telephones, telephone equipments, telephone apparatus, instrument sets, telephone exchanges, telephone accessories, vending machines, telephone parts and accessories thereof, mobile telephone sets, A.V. SERVICES (PRIVATE) LIMITED, a Private Limited Company incorporated in Pakistan under the Companies Ordinance 1984, B-1, Manzoor Road, S.I.T.E. Karachi, Manufacturers and Merchants, dated 2nd January, 1995, Agent, Sheik Brothers, National Bank of Building, Near Denso Hall M.A. Jinnah Road, Karachi.
CLASS-9, Contd.

MAT

Advertised Before Acceptance Under Section 15(1) (Proviso).

130245. Scientific, nautical, geodesic, electrical (not included in other classes), photographic, cinematographic, optical, weighing, measuring, signaling, control (inspection), rescue (salvage) and teaching apparatus and instruments; sound or picture recording, transmitting or reproduction equipment, magnetic recording media, magnetic disc, vending machines and mechanisms for coin-operated machines; cash registers and calculators, date processing equipment and computers, fire extinguishers, PHILIP MORRIS PRODUCTS INC., (a corporation organized and existing under the laws of the State of Virginia, U.S.A.), 3601 Commerce Road, Richmond, Virginia 23234, U.S.A., Manufacturers and Merchants, dated 25th May, 1995, Agent, Surridge & Beecheno Finlay House 3rd Floor I.I. Chundrigar Road, Karachi.

LAND ROVER

Advertised Before Acceptance Under Section 15(1) (Provisos).

134206. Electrical, electronic, measuring, checking (supervision), testing, gauging, signaling, telephone, optical, photographic, fire extinguishing, control, diagnostic, and safety apparatus and instruments; direction and location finding apparatus and instruments; apparatus, gloves and clothing, all for use in protection against accident or injury; meters and gauges; sound recording and sound reproducing apparatus and instruments; radio apparatus and instruments; combinations thereof; parts and fittings for all the aforesaid goods; vehicle breakdown warning triangles; spectacles, sunglasses, computer software, video audio and audio-visual tapes and discs; calculators, ROVER GROUP LIMITED, a company incorporated under the laws of England, International House, Bickenhill Lane, Bickenhill Birmingham B37 7HO, England, Manufacturers, dated 3rd February, 1996, Agent, Sheikh Brothers, National Bank of Building, Near Denso Hall M.A. Jinnah Road, Karachi.

TV LAND

Advertised Before Acceptance Under Section 15(1) (Provisos).

Registration of this Trade Mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of letters “T & V” separately and apart from the mark as whole.

136114. Apparatus for recording, transmitting and reproducing sound and/or images; motion picture films and videotapes; video disks and recorded magnetic tapes with sounds and/or images; sound recordings; phonograph records; phonograph records and discs; MACOM INTERNATIONAL INC., a corporation organized and existing under the laws of the State of Delaware, United States of America, 1515 Broadway, New York New York, United States of America, Merchants, dated 9th June, 1998, Agent, Velani & Velani, 913-325 Moharram House 3rd Floor, I.I. Chundrigar Road, Karachi 74000.
CLASS-9, Contd.

METROMEDIA INTERNATIONAL

Advertised Before Acceptance Under Section 15(1) (Proviso).

Registration of this Trade Mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of Word "INTERNATIONAL".

139068. Radio, wireless, television, telecommunication equipments, wireless, computers, computer software, hardware and accessories thereof, peripheral equipment for computer, printers, computer programmes recorded on disc, electronic products and equipments, METROMEDIA COMPANY, A Delaware Partnership, U.S.A. (whose partners are John Kluge and Stuart Subotnick), One Meadowlands Plaza, East Rutherford, New Jersey 07073, U.S.A., Manufacturers and Merchants, dated 16th December, 1996, Agent, Sheikh Brothers, National Bank of Building, Near Denso Hall M.A. Jinnah Road, Karachi.

In Association with 139070 & others. (    )

METROMEDIA TECHNOLOGIES INTERNATIONAL

Advertised Before Acceptance Under Section 15(1) (Proviso).

Registration of this Trade Mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of Word "TECHNOLOGIES and INTERNATIONAL" Separately and apart from the mark as whole.

139070. Radio, wireless, television, telecommunication equipments, wireless, computers, computer software, hardware and accessories thereof, peripheral equipment for computer, printers, computer programmes recorded on disc, electronic products and equipments, METROMEDIA COMPANY, A Delaware Partnership, U.S.A. (whose partners are John Kluge and Stuart Subotnick), One Meadowlands Plaza, East Rutherford, New Jersey 07073, U.S.A., Manufacturers and Merchants, dated 16th December, 1996, Agent, Sheikh Brothers, National Bank of Building, Near Denso Hall M.A. Jinnah Road, Karachi.

PAL ZILERI

Advertised Before Acceptance Under Section 15(1) (Proviso).

139872. Spectacles, spectacles cases, spectacle frames, lenses, optical apparatus and instruments, FOR ALL CONFEZIONI S.P.A., a company organized and existing under the laws of Italy, Via Fabio Filzi 34, 36050 QUINTO VICENTINO, Province of Vicenza, Italy, Manufacturers and Merchants, dated 17th February, 1997, Agent Bharucha & Co, 215-216, Commerce Centre, Harari Mohani Road, Karachi 74200.
CLASS-9, Contd.

BLOCK

Advertised Before Acceptance Under Section 15(1) (Proviso).

140431. Electrical apparatus and instruments; electric circuit units for vehicles (namely, intermittent relays for wipers, controllers for sunroofs, powered windows, spoilers, shift changers), cables, wires and electrical parts; electric motors for use with various office equipments and related parts (namely stepping motors for fax machines, copy machine and printers, brushless motors for various office equipments and fans therefore, speed controlled electric motors for drum cleaner units and for cleaning systems for dish charging wires for copy machines and cables and frames therefore, electric motors for head parking systems for computer disk drives and sheet handling systems); motor speed controllers for controlling electric motors all being goods included in class 9. ASMO CO., LTD., a corporation duly organized and existing under the laws of Japan, 390, UMEDA-CHO, KOSAI-SHI, SHIZUOKA-KEN, 431-04, Japan, Manufacturers and Merchants, dated 22nd March, 1997, Agent, Sheikh Brothers, National Bank of Building, Near Denso Hall M.A. Jinnah Road, Karachi.

FRESHUP

Advertised Before Acceptance Under Section 15(1) (Proviso).

140472. Electrical and/or electronic measuring, control and regulating systems for inclusion in vehicle driving or braking systems, MC MICRO COMPACT CAR AKTIENGESELLSCHAFT, a corporation organized and existing under the laws of Switzerland, Mattenstrasse 149, CH 2500 BIEL, Switzerland, Manufacturers and Merchants, dated 25th March, 1997, Agent, Sheikh Brothers, National Bank of Building, Near Denso Hall M.A. Jinnah Road, Karachi.

SOFIP

Advertised Before Acceptance Under Section 15(1) (Proviso).

140473. Electrical and/or electronic measuring, control and regulating systems for inclusion in vehicle driving or braking systems, MC MICRO COMPACT CAR AKTIENGESELLSCHAFT, a corporation organized and existing under the laws of Switzerland, Mattenstrasse 149, CH 2500 BIEL, Switzerland, Manufacturers and Merchants, dated 25th March, 1997, Agent, Sheikh Brothers, National Bank of Building, Near Denso Hall M.A. Jinnah Road, Karachi.
TRIDION

Advertised Before Acceptance Under Section 15(1) (Proviso).

140474 Electrical and/or electronic measuring, control and regulating systems for inclusion in vehicle driving or braking systems, MC MICRO COMPACT CAR AKTIENGESELLSCHAFT, a corporation organized and existing under the laws of Switzerland, Mattenstrasse 149, CH 2500 BIEL, Switzerland, Manufacturers and Merchants, dated 25th March, 1997, Agent, Sheikh Brothers, National Bank of Building, Near Denso Hall M.A. Jinnah Road, Karachi.

BLAKE

Advertised Before Acceptance Under Section 15(1) (Proviso).


In Association with 2806 & others (______)}
CLASS-10.

Advertised Before Acceptance Under Section 15(1) (Proviso).

Registration of this Trade Mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of Word “SURE” Separately and apart from the mark as whole.


BLOCK

Advertised Before Acceptance Under Section 15(1) (Proviso).

Registration of this Trade Mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of device of “BABY” and other descriptive features appearing on the label.

CLASS 11.

BLOCK

Advertised Before Acceptance Under Section 15(1) (Proviso).

Registration of this Trade Mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of Word “Hyder”.

137517. Apparatus for lighting, heating, steam generating, cooking, refrigerating, drying, ventilating, water supply and sanitary purposes; parts and fittings for all of the aforesaid goods, HYDER PLC., (A British Company), P.O. Box 295, Alexandra Gate, Rover Way, Cardiff, CF2 2UE, Wales, U.K., Manufacturers and Merchants, dated 5th September, 1996, Agent, Surridge & Beecheno Finlay House 3rd Floor I.I. Chundigar Road, Karachi.

BLOCK

Advertised Before Acceptance Under Section 15(1) (Proviso).

Registration of this Trade Mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of Letters “B & G” except substantially as shown on the label.


BLOCK

Advertised Before Acceptance Under Section 15(1) (Proviso).

Registration of this Trade Mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of Letters “B & G” and Words “British International” except substantially as shown on the label.

CLASS-11.

BAUMATIC

Advertised Before Acceptance Under Section 15(1) (Proviso).


DIGITAL DNA

Advertised Before Acceptance Under Section 15(1) (Proviso).

Registration of this Trade Mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of letters “DNA” Separately and apart from the mark as whole.

145327. Installations for lighting, heating, steam generating, cooking, refrigerating, drying, ventilating, water supply and sanitary purposes; air conditioners for homes and vehicles, barbecue grills, bathtubs, showers, clothes dryer, coffee pots, ovens and stoves, hair dryers, freezers, heaters, humidifiers, clothes irons, lamps, toaster ovens, water softener and purification units, MOTOROLA, INC., a corporation organized and existing under the laws of the State of Delaware, United States of America, 1303 E. Algongquin Road, Schaumburg, IL 60196, United States of America, Manufacturers and Merchants, dated 6th December, 1997, Agent Remfry & Son, 3rd Floor, 305-308 Al-Ameera Centre, Shahrah-e-Iraq, Saddar, Karachi-74400.

CLASS-12.

FREELANDER

Advertised Before Acceptance Under Section 15(1) (Proviso).

140311. Land vehicles and their engines; parts and fittings for all the aforesaid goods; shaped covers for steering wheels; car covers; helmets and head sets; motorcycle boots; shaped or fitted mats and floor coverings for motor land vehicles; air pumps for inflating vehicle tyres; sun blinds, roof racks, luggage carriers, sail board carriers, ski carriers, snow chains, all for motor land vehicles, being goods included in class 12, Rover Group Limited, (a company organized and existing under the laws of England), International Headquarters Warwick Technology Park Warwick CV34 5RR England, Manufacturers and Merchants, dated 18th March, 1997, Agent United Trademark & Patent Services, West End Building, 61-The Mall, Lahore-54000, Pakistan.
CLASS-12

BLOCK

Advertised Before Acceptance Under Section 15(1) (Proviso).

Registration of this Trade Mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of Word "AEROSPACE".

143512. Vehicles; apparatus for locomotion by air; spacecraft for the transport of persons and payload into and through outer space; parts and fittings for all the aforementioned goods included in class 12, Saab Aktiebolag, (A Swedish Company), S-581 88 Linkoping Sweden, Manufacturers and Merchants, dated 29th August, 1997, Agent, United Trademark & Patent Services, West End Building, 61-The Mall, Lahore-54000, Pakistan.

CORSA

Advertised Before Acceptance Under Section 15(1) (Proviso).

144168. Motor vehicles and parts thereof, ADAM OPEL AG, a corporation organized and existing under the laws of Germany, D-65423 Russelsheim, Germany, dated 6th October, 1997, Agent, Vellani & Vellani, 810-820, Muhammadi House 8th Floor, I.I. Chundrigar Road, Karachi, 74000.

MERITOR

Advertised Before Acceptance Under Section 15(1) (Proviso).

144673. Vehicles and vehicle components (both on and off road), comprising: automobiles; trucks; brakes; cam shafts; clutches; differentials; sun roofs; roof assemblies; seats, and seat assemblies; navigation devices; wheels; window openers; windshield surrounds; sun visors; door locks; window regulators; axles; transmissions; suspensions; clock adjusters; axle shafts; axle assemblies and door assemblies, MERITOR AUTOMOTIVE, INC., a corporation organized and existing under the laws of the State of Delaware, United States of America, 2135 West Maple Road, Troy, Michigan, United States of America, Manufacturers and Merchants, dated 28th October, 1997, Agent, Vellani & Vellani, 810-820, Muhammadi House 8th Floor, I.I. Chundrigar Road, Karachi, 74000.

In Association with 144672 & others. (__________
CLASS-13.

**BLOCK**

*Advertised Before Acceptance Under Section 15(1) (Proviso).*

146900. Artillery guns, cannons, passes for explosives, hunting firearm, machine guns, ballistic missiles, pistols, rifles, tear-gas weapons, tanks (weapons), air pistols, ammunition, detonators, explosives mines, motorized weapons, projectiles sleek, all being goods included in class 13, DAEWOO CORPORATION, a corporation duly organized and existing under the laws of Republic of Korea (South), 541, Namdaemunno 5-GA, Chung-GU, Seoul, Korea, Manufacturers and Merchants, dated 10th March, 1998, Agent, Sheikh Brothers, National Bank of Building, Near Denso Hall M.A. Jinnah Road, Karachi.

CLASS-14.

**BLOCK**

*Advertised Before Acceptance Under Section 15(1) (Proviso).*

It is a Condition of Registration that the goods will be used as applied for.


CLASS-16.

**WORLD CUP**

*Advertised Before Acceptance Under Section 15(1) (Proviso).*

125603. Gift and party supplies made of paper, napkins, table cloths, bags, invitations, gift wrap, placemats, crepe paper, stationery and school supplies, theme pads, notebooks, note paper, binders, writing instruments, pens, pencils, ball-point pens, porous-point pens, rolling ball pens and broad-tip markers; correction fluids; calendars, adhesive note paper, posters, greeting cards, decalcomanias, heat transfers, colouring books and activity books, printed teaching materials; magazines, books and journal, all relating to the world cup football competition; roadmaps, playing cards, bumper stickers and photographs; being goods included in class 16, ISL Properties Ltd. (a Swiss Company), Marktstrasse 16 6060 Sarnen Switzerland, Manufacturers and Merchants, dated 27th June, 1994, Agent, United Trademark & Patent Services, West End Building, 61-The Mall, Lahore-54000, Pakistan.
CLASS-16, Contd.

SAM I AM

Advertised Before Acceptance Under Section 15(1) (Proviso).


BLOCK

Advertised Before Acceptance Under Section 15(1) (Proviso).

Registration of this Trade Mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of letters “DIF” except substantially as shown on the label.

133003. Paper, paper articles, cardboard, cardboard articles, printed matter, periodical publications, books, stationery, plastic cards and articles for use in computer programming; bank cards, credit and identification cards, manuals, covers and holders, printed machine instructions, DALLAH ALBARAKA HOLDING CO., a Bahraini joint venture exempted company, Manama, Bahrain, Manufacturers and Merchants, dated 23rd November, 1995, Agent, Bharucha & Co., 215-216, Commerce Centre, Hasrat Mohani Road, Karachi-74200.

KIMWIPES

Advertised Before Acceptance Under Section 15(1) (Proviso).

Registration of this Trade Mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of Word “WIPES” Separately and apart from the mark as whole.

138608. Absorbent paper tissue products such as facial tissue, toilet tissue, paper towels, paper wipes and paper table napkins, KIMBERLY-CLARK CORPORATION, a company organized and existing under the laws of United States of America, Neenah, Wisconsin, United States of America, Manufacturers and Merchants, dated 12th November, 1996, Agent, United Trademark & Patent Services, West End Building, bl- The Mall, Lahore-54000, Pakistan.
CLASS-16, Contd.

THOMAS COOK

Advertised Before Acceptance Under Section 15(1) (Proviso).

143221. Paper, cardboard, printed matter, newspapers, periodicals, instructional and teaching materials; writing implements; photographs; stationery, diaries, calendars, personal organizers, posters; writing instruments; decalcomanias; playing cards; maps, wall charts; tickets, timetables, travellers’ cheques, guide books, itineraries; cases for luggage; all being goods included in class 16, The Thomas Cook Group Limited, (a company organized and existing under the laws of United Kingdom), 45 Berkeley Street London W1A 1EB, United Kingdom, Manufacturers and Merchants, dated 16th August, 1997, Agent, United Trademark & Patent Services, West End Building, 61-The Mall, Lahore-54000, Pakistan.

In Association with 143218 & others.

FIRST NET

Advertised Before Acceptance Under Section 15(1) (Proviso).

Registration of this Trade Mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of Word “FIRST & NET” Separately and apart from the mark as whole.


BLOCK

Advertised Before Acceptance Under Section 15(1) (Proviso).

Registration of this Trade Mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of Word “FIRST TELECOM”.

CLASS-16, Contd.

ING BARINGS

Advertised Before Acceptance Under Section 15(1) (Proviso).

143809. Printed matter and publications pertaining to financial, banking and investment services, publicity material, annual reports, financial reports, indexes, leaflets, brochures, pamphlets, catalogues, instruction sheets, manuals, booklets, periodicals, stationery, instructional and teaching materials; all being goods included in class 16. INGGROEP N.V., a company organized and existing under the laws of the Kingdom of the Netherlands, a holding company, Strawinskylaan 2631, 1077 ZZ Amsterdam, Nederland, dated 18th September, 1997, Agent Bharucha & Co., 215-216, Commerce Centre, Hasrat Mohani Road, Karachi-74500.

BLOCK

Advertised Before Acceptance Under Section 15(1) (Proviso).

Registration of this Trade Mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of Letters "GT".


GOLDEN FISH

Advertised Before Acceptance Under Section 15(1) (Proviso).


In Association with 74194 & others. (______)
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CLASS-16.

BLOCK

Advertised Before Acceptance Under Section 15(1) (Proviso).

Registration of this Trade Mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of Word “PRINTERS”

144831. Paper and paper articles, cardboard and cardboard articles, printed matters, books, note-books, files, folders, writing pads, stationery, cards, view cards, greeting cards, envelopes, form, books, note-books, diaries, stickers, calenders, catalogues, charts and posters all being goods included in class 16, Zakia Hussain, A Pakistani National, Proprietor, Y-ZEE PRINTERS, Al-Hafeer Mansion No.11, Street No.7, Royal Park, Lahore, Printers and Merchants, dated 8th November, 1997, Agent, Shahs Registration Law Chamber, GPO Box No.1119, Room No.11 G. Saleems Chamber, Edward Road Lahore-54000.

RACE ROCK

Advertised Before Acceptance Under Section 15(1) (Proviso).

146247. Printed matter, packing material, catalogues, publicity material, instructional and teaching material and price lists, being goods included in class 16, Race Rock International, Inc., (A Missouri Corporation), 8000 Maryland Avenue P.O. Box 16940 St. Louis, Missouri 63105-1340, United States of America, Manufacturers and Merchants, dated 3rd February, 1998, Agent, United Trademark & Patent Services, West End Building, 61-The Mall, Lahore 54000, Pakistan.

CLASS-17.

BLOCKSIKAFLEX

Advertised Before Acceptance Under Section 15(1) (Proviso).

Registration of this Trade Mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of Word “FLEX” Separately and apart from the mark as whole.

CLASS-17.

 BLOCK

 Advertised Before Acceptance Under Section 15(1) (Proviso).

 Registration of this Trade Mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of Letter and Word “S.A. SUPER ASIA” except substantially as shown on the label.

 146440. Poly pipes, PVC pipes (made of plastic) of all kinds included in class-17, SEVEN BROTHERS PVC PIPE (PVT) LIMITED, House No.15, Street No.18, Mohallah Manzoorabad, Miss Shah, Lahore, Manufacturers and Merchants, dated 11th February, 1998, Agent, Yusuf Law Associates, Advocates, 30-Shahrah-e-Qaaid-e-Azam Lahore-Pakistan.

CLASS-18.

 BLOCK

 Advertised Before Acceptance Under Section 15(1) (Proviso).


 BLOCK

 Advertised Before Acceptance Under Section 15(1) (Proviso).

 127849. Leather articles and imitations thereof, trunks, suitcases, traveling sacks, bags, hand bags, traveling bags, knapsacks, pochettes, umbrellas, parasols, walking sticks, purses, wallets, portfolios, key holders, cosmetic boxes, MOONSHADOW S.p.A, a company organized and existing under the laws of Italy, Via G. Baretti, 1, 20122, Milano-Italy, Manufacturers and Merchants, dated 8th December, 1993, Agent, Bharucha & Co, 215-216, Commerce Centre, Harrij Mohani Road, Karachi-74200.
CLASS-20.

BLOCK

Advertised Before Acceptance Under Section 15(1) (Proviso).

148223. “Furniture for working and for use in workshops, rivets and dowels made of plastics; screws and screw nuts, as well as their accessories made of plastic, namely disks, spring washers, springs, clamping sleeves, cotter, lock nuts, wing nuts and toothed disks made of plastics; cable sleeves and reels, cable holders, cable unrolling equipment and systems therefrom, essentially made of plastics; cable hoses and clips (non-electric), cupboards, cassettes, boxes, stands, storage boxes, magazines, work tables and work benches, tool boxes, scaffolding trestles, anchor plates, hinges and fixtures for furniture, drawer guides, handles for furniture, cabinet rods, tubes for cupboards, flap supports and holders, sorting and ranging boxes, as well as cupboards and shelves not made from metal; distributing apparatus, processing apparatus and unrolling apparatus for cables, hoses and foils, being goods included in class 20”, Wurth Holding GmbH, (a company organized and existing under the laws of Switzerland), Anemongenstrasse 2, 7000 Chur, Switzerland, manufacturers and merchants, dated 29th May, 1998, agent United Trademark & Patent Services, West End Building, 61 The Mall, Lahore-54000, Pakistan.

CLASS-21.

BLOCK

Advertised Before Acceptance Under Section 15(1) (Proviso).

CLASS-21

BLOCK

Advertised Before Acceptance Under Section 15(1) (Proviso).
Registration of this Trade Mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of Word “ALTASIF ENTERPRISE”.


MORTEIN EXTRA

Advertised Before Acceptance Under Section 15(1) (Proviso).
Registration of this Trade Mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of Word “EXTRA”.


BUTLER

Advertised Before Acceptance Under Section 15(1) (Proviso).

146503. Toothbrushes, JOHN O.BUTLER COMPANY, a company organized and existing under the laws of the State of Delaware, United States of America, 4635 West Foster Avenue, Chicago, Illinois 60630, United States of America, Manufacturers and Distributors, dated 17th February, 1998, Agent, Vellani & Vellani, 810-820, Muhammad House 8th Floor, I.I. Chundrigar Road, Karachi, 74000.
CLASS-23.

BLOCK

Advertised Before Acceptance Under Section 15(1) (Proviso).

Registration of this Trade Mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of Word “SUPER” and other descriptive words appearing on the label.

84745. Yarns of all kinds being goods included in class 23, KOHINOOR TEXTILE MILLS Faisalabad, Kohinoor Nagar, Faisalabad, Manufacturers and Merchants, dated 19th December, 1984, Agent, United Trademark & Patent Services, West End Building, 611 The Mall, Lahore-54000, Pakistan.

In Association with 23953 & others.

BLOCK

Advertised Before Acceptance Under Section 15(1) (Proviso).

Registration of this Trade Mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of Word “SUPER”.


BLOCK

Advertised Before Acceptance Under Section 15(1) (Proviso).

Registration of this Trade Mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of all descriptive matter appearing on the label.

CLASS-24.

BLOCK

Advertised Before Acceptance Under Section 15(1) (Proviso).

118424. Textiles and textile goods, not included in other classes, bed and table covers being goods included in class 24, Mattel, Inc. (A Delaware Corporation), 333 Continental Boulevard, El Segundo, California 90245-5012, United States of America, Manufacturers and Merchants, dated 28th December, 1992, Agent, United Trademark & Patent Services, West End Building, 61-The Mall, Lahore-54000, Pakistan.

ULTRA-MATE

Advertised Before Acceptance Under Section 15(1) (Proviso).

Registration of this Trade Mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of Word “ULTRA”.

121277. Molded and extruded plastic materials for textile use incorporating as surface of hooks or loops for use components hook-and-loop fasteners, all included in class 24, Velcro Industries B.V. (a Netherlands Corporation), Hoekenrode 6, 1102 BR Amsterdam, The Netherlands, Manufacturers and Merchants, dated 4th August, 1993, Agent, United Trademark & Patent Services, West End Building, 61-The Mall, Lahore-54000, Pakistan.

BLOCK

Advertised Before Acceptance Under Section 15(1) (Proviso).


Formatted: Superscript
CLASS-25.

PICNIC

Advertised Before Acceptance Under Section 15(1) (Proviso).


BLOCK

Advertised Before Acceptance Under Section 15(1) (Proviso).

Registration of this Trade Mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of Word “FIT RITE & new Generation” and other descriptive words appearing on the label.


BLOCK

Advertised Before Acceptance Under Section 15(1) (Proviso).

Registration of this Trade Mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of Word “New Generation” and other descriptive words appearing on the label.

CLASS-25, Contd.

BLOCK

Advertised Before Acceptance Under Section 15(1) (Proviso).

Registration of this Trade Mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of Device of “Hockey” and Letters “TK” except substantially as shown on the label.

121350. All types of hosiery, knitwear (clothing) shirts, shoes, clothing, bodies, dress belts (clothing) combination (clothing) cyclists clothing, football shoes, footwear, gloves (clothing) golf gloves, gowns (dressing) gymnastic shoes, jackets (clothing) jackets (stiff) (clothing) knickers (clothing) uniforms (shirts fronts) leggings, motorists clothing, pollovers, pyjamas, ready made linings (part of clothing), sleepers, socks, sports jersey, sports shoes, stockings, suits, trousers, wristbands (clothings) and headgears, M/s. DAWN SPORTS SIALKOT, PAKISTAN, Pakistani National Company, 12/370 Habib Pura Pat Eiak, Sialkot, Pakistan, dated 11th August, 1993, Agent Nadeem & Associates, 310-311 Paradise Chamber, Near Passport Office, Saddar Karachi.

OUTER BANKS

Advertised Before Acceptance Under Section 15(1) (Proviso).

Registration of this Trade Mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of Word “OUTER”.

124374. Wearing apparel namely, men’s, women’s and children’s knit shirts, sweaters and pants, JASPER TEXTILES, INC., (a Corporation of the State of Delaware), One Classic Drive, Whiteville, North Carolina 28472, United States of America, Manufacturers and Merchants, dated 21st March, 1994, Agent, Surridge & Beecheno Finlay House, 3rd Floor, II, Chundrigar Road, Karachi.

BLOCK

Advertised Before Acceptance Under Section 15(1) (Proviso).

Registration of this Trade Mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of Letters “A I” except substantially as shown on the label.

125352(B). Sports shoes, MESSRS, KUKJE CORPORATION, (A Corporation organized under the laws of Korea), 360-1, An-Dong, Kim-Hae City, Kvung-Nam, Korea, Manufacturers and Merchants, dated 3rd June, 1994, Agent, Osman & Co. Advocates, D-9, Ijan Muniabadi Road, Karachi-5, (Pakistan).
CLASS-25, Contd.

BLOCK

Advertised Before Acceptance Under Section 15(1) (Proviso).

127929. Clothing, sports wears, gloves and jackets included in class 25, M/S PHEDRA INDUSTRIES (PVT) LTD. SIALKOT, (Pakistani National), 72/74/B Industrial Estate, Sialkot, Manufacturers, Importers and Exporters, dated 14th December, 1994, Agent, Trade Security Centre Distt. Courts Sialkot.

Registration of this Trade Mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of Word “baby”.


BLOCK

CLASS 25, Contd.

PASTUNETTE

Advertised Before Acceptance Under Section 15(1) (Proviso).

128250. Clothing, footwear, headgear, being goods included in class 25. Iduna N.V. (a company organized and existing under the laws of the Kingdom of the Netherlands), Industrielaan 10, 5405 AB Uden The Netherlands, Manufacturers and Merchants, dated 25th January, 1995, Agent, United Trademark & Patent Services, West End Building, 61-The Mall, Lahore-54000, Pakistan.

BLOCK

Advertised Before Acceptance Under Section 15(1) (Proviso).

Registration of this Trade Mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of letter “S” appearing of the label.

130272. Adult and youth wearing apparel, namely jackets, warmup shirts and suits, wind resistant jackets, sweatshirts and suits, t-shirts, head bands, wrist bands, shorts, polo shirts, sweaters, tank tops and hats, all being goods included in class 25. STARTER CORPORATION, A Delaware Corporation, 370 James Street, New Haven, Connecticut 06513, United States of America, Manufacturers and Merchants, dated 25th May, 1995, Agent, Remfry & Son, 3rd Floor, 305-308 Al Am-era Centre, Shahrah-e-Iraq, Saddar, Karachi-74400.

PACO RABANNE

Advertised Before Acceptance Under Section 15(1) (Proviso).

CLASS-25.

BLOCK

130731. Clothing (including weaved and knitted clothing), underwear, corsetry, namely bras, corsets, corselets, girdles and bodices, garters and garter belts all being goods included in class 25, FELINA GmbH, a limited liability company organized under the laws of Germany, Lange Roetterstrasse 11-17, 68167 Mannheim, Germany, Manufacturers and Merchants, dated 4th July, 1995, Agent, Sheikh Brothers, National Bank of Building, Near Denso Hall M.A. Jinnah Road, Karachi.

BLOCK

132967. Articles of outer clothing, underclothing, footwear, and headgear; shirts, sweaters, t-shirts, polo shirts, shorts, trousers, sweat pants, sweat shirts, track suits, ties, belts, caps, hats and sun visors, AUSTRALIAN CRICKET BOARD, a company incorporated in the State of Victoria, 90 Jolimont Street, Jolimont, Victoria 3002, Australia, dated 21st November, 1995, Agent Remfry & Son, 3rd Floor, 305-308 Al-Ameera Centre, Shahrah-e-Iraq, Saddar, Karachi-7400.

BLOCK

BLOCK

Class-27

Advertised Before Acceptance Under Section 15(1) (Proviso).

136999. Floor and wall coverings made of plastic, composites or linoleum, carpets, non-textile wall paper, coverings and coatings for walls and furniture, being goods included in class 27. Forbo International SA, (a company organized and existing under the laws of Switzerland), Baulengenstrasse 20, 8193 Eglisau (Switzerland), Manufacturers and Merchants, dated 31st July, 1996, Agent, United Trademark & Patent Services, West End Building, 61-The Mall, Lahore-54000, Pakistan.

Class-28

Advertised Before Acceptance Under Section 15(1) (Proviso).

109368. Games and playthings; gymnastic and sporting articles; foot balls, volley balls, hand balls, basketballs, rugby balls, balls for table football; gloves; hockey sticks; sports equipments, being goods included in class 28. IMMOBILIARE & MOBILIARE TRON S.R.L. (a company organized and existing under the laws of Italy), Via zanini, 43 - 31041, Cornuda (Treviso), Italy, Manufacturers and Merchants, dated 20th January, 1991, Agent, United Trademark & Patent Services, West End Building, 61-The Mall, Lahore-54000, Pakistan.

Advertised Before Acceptance Under Section 15(1) (Proviso).

CLASS-28, Contd.

BLOCK

Advertised Before Acceptance Under Section 15(1) (Proviso).

119943. Sports articles, M/s. ANSARI ENTERPRISES, a Pakistani Partnership concern, P.O. Box 462, Jammu Road, Sialkot, Pakistan, dated 14th April, 1993, Agent Nadeem & Associates, 310-311 Paradise Chamber, Near Passport Office, Saddar Karachi.

Registration of this Trade Mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of device of “Hockey” and letters “TKO” except substantially as shown on the label.

121349. All types of balls such as foot balls, volley balls, hand balls for games (small) balls for games, playing balls games (balls for) games, gloves for games, hockey sticks and playing things gymnastic and sporting articles not included in other classes, M/s. DAWN SPORTS SIALKOT, PAKISTAN, Pakistani National Company, 12/370 Habib Pura Pel Eulak, Sialkot, Pakistan, dated 11th August, 1993, Agent Nadeem & Associates, 310-311 Paradise Chamber, Near Passport Office, Saddar Karachi.

MOBILINK

Advertised Before Acceptance Under Section 15(1) (Proviso).

124686. Games and playthings; gymnastic and sporting articles not included in other classes; decorations for Christmas trees being goods included in class 28, PAKISTAN MOBILE COMMUNICATIONS (PVT) LTD., (A Pakistani Company), Jamrud Road, Peshawar, Manufacturers and Merchants, dated 14th April, 1994, Agent United Trademark & Patent Services, West End Building, 61, The Mall, Lahore-54000, Pakistan.
CLASS-28, Contd.

BLOCK

Advertised Before Acceptance Under Section 15(1) (Proviso).

Registration of this Trade Mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of letters “SSL” except substantially as shown on the label.

124760. All types of balls such as foot balls, volley balls, hand balls for games (small), balls for games, playing balls games (balls for) games, gloves for games and playing things and sporting article not included in other classes, M/s. SUBLINE SPORTS (PVT.) LTD., Pakistani National Company, Wazirabad Road, Sialkot, Pakistan, dated 16th April, 1994, Agent Nadeem & Associates, 310-311 Paradise Chamber, Near Passport Office, Saddar Karachi.

“GREEN EGGS AND HAM”

Advertised Before Acceptance Under Section 15(1) (Proviso).

128762. Games and playthings: all included in class-28, Dr. Seuss Enterprises, L.P. (a company incorporated in the State of California, USA), 1200 Prospekt Street, Suite 575, La Jolla, California 92037, U.S.A., Manufacturers and Merchants, dated 12th February, 1995, Agent, Surridge & Beecheno Finlay House 3rd Floor I.I. Chundrigar Road, Karachi.

BLOCK

Advertised Before Acceptance Under Section 15(1) (Proviso).

Registration of this Trade Mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of all descriptive matter appearing on the label.

129563. All types of balls such as foot balls, volley balls, hand balls, balls for games (small), balls for games, playing balls, games (balls for) and playing things gymnastic and sporting articles not included in other classes, SheikhEhsan Ellahi, Managing Partner of M/s. ATLAS SPORTS, Pakistani National Company, P.O. Box 1194, Nazor Road, Sialkot, Pakistan, Manufacturers, Importers and Exporters, dated 5th April, 1995, Agent Nadeem & Associates, 310-311 Paradise Chamber, Near Passport Office, Saddar Karachi.
CLASS 28, Contd.

BLOCK

Advertised Before Acceptance Under Section 15(1) (Proviso).

132723. Games and playthings; gymnastic and sporting articles not included in other classes; decorations for Christmas trees being goods included in class 28. Orkam Asia Trademark AG, (a company organized and existing under the laws of Switzerland), Aspermontstrasse 24, CH-7006 Chur, Switzerland, Merchants and Traders, dated 5th October, 1995, Agent, United Trademark & Patent Services, West End Building, 61-The Mall, Lahore-54000, Pakistan.

135644. Gymnastic and sporting articles and cases adapted for use with such goods, being goods included in class 28. Grays of Cambridge (International) Limited, (A British Company), Station Road, Robertsbridge, East Sussex TN 32 5DH, United Kingdom, Manufacturers and Merchants, dated 15th May, 1996, Agent, United Trademark & Patent Services, West End Building, 61-The Mall, Lahore-54000, Pakistan.

Registration of this Trade Mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of Word “ELMER FUDD”.

136073. Toys, sporting goods, games and playthings—including action figures and accessories therefore; plush toys; balloons; bathtub toys; ride-on toys; card game equipment; toy vehicles; electronically operated toy motor vehicles; dolls; flying discs; electronic hand held game unit; board game, a card game, a manipulative game, a parlour game, an action type target game; game cartridges; video and computer game programs, cartridges, and cassettes; video output game machines coin or non-coin operated; jigsaw and manipulative puzzles; paper face masks; costume; costume mask; skateboards; ice skates; water-squirting toys; balls—including playground balls, soccerballs, sportballs, baseballs, basketballs; baseball gloves; inflatable swimming pools for recreational use; inflatable swimming pools for recreational use; kickboard flotation devices; surfboards; swimboards for recreational use; swim fins and Christmas tree ornaments, being goods included in class 28. Time Warner Entertainment Company, L.P. (a limited partnership organized and existing under the laws of the State of Delaware, United States of America), 75 Rockefeller Plaza, New York, New York 10019, United States of America, Manufacturers and Merchants, dated 9th June, 1996, Agent, United Trademark & Patent Services, West End Building, 61-The Mall, Lahore-54000, Pakistan.
CLASS-28.

BLOCK

Advertised Before Acceptance Under Section 15(1) (Proviso).

Registration of this Trade Mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of Word “BUGS BUNNY”.

136100. Toys, sporting goods, games and playthings—including action figures and accessories therefore; plush toys; balloons; bathtub toys; ride-on toys; card game equipment; toy vehicles; electronically operated toy motor vehicles; dolls; flying discs; electronic hand held game unit; board games; a card game; a manipulative game; a parlour game, an action type target game; game cartridges; video and computer game programs, cartridges, and cassettes; video output game machines coin or non-coin operated; jigsaw and manipulative puzzles; paper face masks; costume; costume mask; skateboards; ice skates; water-squirting toys; balls— including playground balls, soccer balls, sport balls, basketballs, baseballs, baseball gloves; swimming floats for recreational use; inflatable swimming pools for recreational use; kickboard flotation devices; surfboards; swim boards for recreational use; swimsuits and Christmas tree ornaments, being goods included in class 28. Time Warner Entertainment Company, L.P., (a limited partnership organized and existing under and by virtue of the laws of the State of Delaware, United States of America), 75 Rockefeller Plaza, New York, New York 10019, United States of America, Manufacturers and Merchants, dated 9th June, 1996, Agent, United Trademark & Patent Services, West End Building, 61-The Mall Lahore 54000, Pakistan.

CLASS-29.

BLOCK

Advertised Before Acceptance Under Section 15(1) (Proviso).

Registration of this Trade Mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of Letters “COP” except substantially as shown on the label.

CLASS 29.

BLOCK

Advertised Before Acceptance Under Section 15(1) (Proviso).


Registration of this Trade Mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of device of “SUNFLOWER” except substantially as shown on the label.

It is a Condition of Registration that the Mark is Limitation to the Colour as shown on the representation.

124675. All types of edible oils, ghee, margarine, and their by-products, being goods included in class 29, KOHINOOR EDIBLE OILS LIMITED, (A Pakistani Company), New Garden Town, Lahore, Manufacturers and Merchants, dated 14th April, 1994, Agent, United Trademark & Patent Services, West End Building, 61-The Mall Lahore 54000, Pakistan.

BLOCK

Advertised Before Acceptance Under Section 15(1) (Proviso).

127758. Meat, fish, poultry and game; meat extracts; preserved, dried and cooked fruits and vegetables; jellies, jams, fruit sauces; eggs, milk and milk products; edible oils and fats, being goods included in class 29, Horizon Communications & Marketing (Pvt) Ltd, (A Pakistani Company), Eden Centre, 326 Office Fifth Floor, 23-Jail Road Lahore, Manufacturers and Merchants, dated 1st December, 1994, Agent, United Trademark & Patent Services, West End Building, 61-The Mall Lahore 54000, Pakistan.
CLASS-29, Contd.

TWISTIES

Advertised Before Acceptance Under Section 15(1) (Proviso).

129658. Snack food products, snack foods containing vegetable, nuts, potato, potato chips and labaricated potato chips, being goods included in class 29, UB GROUP LIMITED (CO. NO.64218) (The company is incorporated under the laws of Scotland/Great Britain), 12 Hope Street, Edinburgh EH2 40D, Scotland. Manufacturers and Merchants, dated 10th April, 1995, Agent, United Trademark & Patent Services, West End Building, 61-The Mall, Lahore-54000, Pakistan.

Excelcon

Advertised Before Acceptance Under Section 15(1) (Proviso).

132210. Fruit jellies, milk, processed milk, preparations for making soups, soups, fermented milks, infants powdered milk, soya bean milks, milk beverages, milk processed products, yogurt all being goods included in class 29, MAEIL DAIRY INDUSTRY CO., LTD., a corporation organized and existing under the laws of Republic of Korea, 162-1, Changchung-Dong 2-Ka, Jinyo-KU, Seoul, Republic of Korea, Manufacturers and Merchants, dated 4th October, 1995, Agent, Sheikh Brothers, National Bank of Building, Near Denso Hall M.A. Jinnah Road, Karachi.

McDONALD’S

Advertised Before Acceptance Under Section 15(1) (Proviso).

135191. Food prepared from meat, pork, fish and poultry products, preserved and cooked fruits and vegetables, eggs, cheese, milk, milk preparations, pickles, desserts. McDONALD’S CORPORATION, a corporation organized and existing under the laws of the State of Delaware, United States of America, One McDonald’s Plaza, Oak Brook, Illinois 60521, United States of America, Manufacturers, Merchants and Restaurateur, dated 9th April, 1996, Agent, Vellani & Vellani, 810-820, Muhammad House 8th Floor, 11, Chundrigar Road, Karachi, 74000.
CLASS-29, Contd.

**BLOCK**

- Registration of this Trademark shall give no right to the exclusive use of Word “CANOLA”.

  137117. Meat, fish, poultry and game; meat extracts; preserved, dried and cooked fruits and vegetables; jellies, jams, fruit sauces; eggs, milk and milk products; edible oils and fats, being goods included in class-29, HEALTHWAYS FOOD INTERNATIONAL (PVT)LTD., (A Pakistani Company), Arif Jan Road, Lahore Cantt. 54810, Manufacturers and Merchants, dated 12th August, 1996, Agent, United Trademark & Patent Services, West End Building, 61-The Mall, Lahore-58000, Pakistan.

**DEMETER**

- Advertised Before Acceptance Under Section 15(1) (Proviso).

  137856. Meat and meat products, tinned vegetables and fruits, fruit jellies, eggs, milk, butter, cheese, edible oils and fats all being goods included in class-29, FORSCHUNGSRING FUR BIOLOGISCH-DYNAMISCHE WIRTSCHAFTSWEISE e.v., a company duly organized and existing under the laws of Germany, Manufacturers and Merchants, dated 29th September, 1996, Agent, Sheikh Brothers, National Bank of Building, Near Denso Hall M.A. Jinnah Road, Karachi.

**PROLENE**

- Advertised Before Acceptance Under Section 15(1) (Proviso).

  139066. Milk, milk products, edible oils and fats; margarine and food spreads; proteins and protein products; products used as ingredients in the production of foodstuffs, all being goods included in class-29, NEW ZEALAND DAIRY BOARD, a Body constituted under the Dairy Board Act of 1961 of New Zealand, Pastoral House, 25 The Terrace, Wellington, New Zealand, Merchants, dated 16th December, 1996, Agent, Sheikh Brothers, National Bank of Building, Near Denso Hall M.A. Jinnah Road, Karachi.
CLASS-29.

BLOCK

Registered Before Acceptance Under Section 15(1) (Proviso).

Registration of this Trade Mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of Word "HAYAT" except substantially as shown on the label.

140853. Meat, fish, poultry and game; meat extracts; preserved dried and cooked fruits and vegetables; jellies, jams, fruit sauces; eggs, milk and milk products; edible oils and fats; ghee; margarine, being goods included in class 29, International Foodstuffs Co. (Private firm registered in United Arab Emirates), P.O. Box No.4115, Sharjah, United Arab Emirates, Manufacturers and Merchants, dated 12th April, 1997, Agent, United Trademark & Patent Services, West End Building, 61-The Mall, Lahore-54000, Pakistan.

CLASS-30.

BLOCK

Registered Before Acceptance Under Section 15(1) (Proviso).

Registration of this Trade Mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of all descriptive matter appearing on the label.

98946. Biscuits, chocolate biscuits, chocolates, sweets, sweet meats (candy) and confectionery items, all falling in class 30, INTERNATIONAL BISCUITS LTD., (A public Limited Company), 707-Mehboob Chambers, Abdullah Hanoon Road, Karachi, Pakistan, Manufacturers and Merchants, dated 5th July, 1988, Agent, Akhtar Hussain, Advocate, 8th Court View, 4th Floor, M. A. Jinnah Road, Karachi.

BLOCK

Registered Before Acceptance Under Section 15(1) (Proviso).

Registration of this Trade Mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of Word "QUALITY FOODS".

CLASS-30, Contd.

BLOCK

Advertised Before Acceptance Under Section 15(1) (Proviso)

112636. Flour and preparations made from cereals, breakfast cereals, biscuits and pastries; snack foods; coffee, tea, sugar, pepper and ice. All goods included in class 30. WWF-World Wide Fund for Nature (formerly World Wildlife Fund), a Charitable Foundation organized under the laws of Switzerland, Avenue du Mont-Blanc, Gland, Switzerland, Merchants, dated 29th September, 1991, Agent, United Trademark & Patent Services, West End Building, 61-The Mall, Lahore-54000, Pakistan.

113235. Seasonings for foods, all containing less than 40% sodium chloride and all for use of substitutes for sodium chloride; all included in class 30. Klinge Foods Limited, 7 Albion Way, Kelvin Industrial Estate, East Kilbride, Glasgow, G75 0SL, Scotland, Manufacturers and Merchants, dated 17th November, 1994, Agent, Surridge & Beecheno Finlay House 3rd Floor I.I. Chundrigar Road, Karachi.

PRINCE

Advertised Before Acceptance Under Section 15(1) (Proviso)

117978. Flour and preparations made from cereals, biscuits, wafers, crackers, breads, cakes, pastries, chocolates, cocoa, confectionery (sweets), being goods included in class 30. GENERAL BISCUITS BELGIE, (a company organized and existing under the laws of Belgium), De Beukelaer-Pareinlaan 1 B-2410 Herentals, Belgium, Manufacturers, dated 30th November, 1992, Agent, United Trademark & Patent Services, West End Building, 61-The Mall, Lahore-54000, Pakistan.

In Association with 85905 & others. (____)
CLASS-30, Contd.

BLOCK

Advertised Before Acceptance Under Section 15(1) (Proviso).

12283. Coffee, tea, cocoa, sugar, rice, tapioca, sago, coffee substitutes, flour and preparations made from cereals, bread, biscuits, cakes, pastry and confectioneries, ice creams, treacle, yeast, baking-powder, salt, mustard, pepper, vinegar, sauces, all kinds of spices, Muhammad Khalid, Pakistani Nationals Proprietor, SARLI FOOD INDUSTRIES, 7-1 J.B. Near Thekriwals Daast, Faisalabad, Pakistan, Manufacturers and Merchants, dated 30th November, 1993.

SCOOPY

Advertised Before Acceptance Under Section 15(1) (Proviso).

123916. Coffee, tea, cocoa, sugar, rice, tapioca, sago, coffee substitutes, flour and preparations made from cereals, bread, biscuits, cakes, pastry and confectioneries, ices, honey, treacle, yeast, baking-powder, salt, mustard, pepper, vinegar, sauces, spices, ice cream, sweet supari and pan masala, Mr. Azhar Latif Ansari S/o Late Abdul Wali Ansari, Pakistani, Sole Proprietor, Ms. Wali Graphic Arts, a sole Proprietorship concern, D-11, Block III, Clifton, Karachi, Manufacturers and Merchants, dated 9th February, 1994, Agent, Husein & Husein, 204, Asad Chambers, Sambonath Road, Near Passport Office, Saddar Karachi-74400.

BLOCK

Advertised Before Acceptance Under Section 15(1) (Proviso).

CLASS-30, Contd.

---

**BLOCK**

Advertised before acceptance, Section 15(1) (Proviso).

128904. Rice, pasta, cereal and cereal preparations; tea, coffee, cocoa, coffee essences, and coffee extracts, mixtures of coffee and chicory, mixtures all for use as substitutes for coffee; non-medicated confectionery; chocolate, chocolates including filled chocolates, chocolate products, cakes, biscuits, bread, ices, ice cream and frozen confections, all included in class 30.

MARS, INCORPORATED, (a corporation organised and existing under the laws of the State of Delaware, United States of America), 6885 Elm Street, McLean, Virginia, United States of America, Manufacturers and Merchants, dated 19th February, 1995, Agent, United Trademark & Patent Services, West End Building, 61-The Mall, Lahore-54000, Pakistan.

---

**BLOCK**

Advertised Before Acceptance Under Section 15(1) (Proviso).

Registration of this Trade Mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of Word “POTOHAR FOODS”.

129972. Coffee, tea, cocoa, sugar, rice, tapioca, sago, artificial coffee, flour and preparations made from cereals, bread, pastry and confectionery, ices, honey, treacle; yeast, baking powder; salt, mustard, vinegar, sauces (condiments) spices; ky, being goods included in class 30.


---

**Excelcon**

Advertised Before Acceptance Under Section 15(1) (Proviso).

Registration of this Trade Mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of Word “EXCELCON”.

132206. Preparations and flour made from cereal, oat-based food, gluten for food all being goods included in class 30.

MAEIL DAIRY INDUSTRY CO., LTD., a corporation organized and existing under the laws of Republic of Korea, 162-1, Changan-Dong 2-Ka, Jung-KU, Seoul, Republic of Korea, Manufacturers and Merchants, dated 4th October, 1995, Agent, Sheikh Brothers, National Bank of Building, Near Denso Hall M.A. Jinnah Road, Karachi.
CLASS-30, Contd.

**Excelpro**

Advertised Before Acceptance Under Section 15(1) (Proviso).

132209. Preparations and flour made from cereal, oat-based food, gluten for food all being goods included in class 30. MAEIL DAIRY INDUSTRY CO., LTD., a corporation organized and existing under the laws of Republic of Korea, 162-1, Changchung-Dong 2-Ka, Jung-KU, Seoul, Republic of Korea, Manufacturers and Merchants, dated 4th October, 1995, Agent, Sheikh Brothers, National Bank of Building, Near Denso Hall M.A. Jinnah Road, Karachi.

**BLOCK**

Advertised Before Acceptance Under Section 15(1) (Proviso).

Registration of this Trade Mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of Word “FOODS” appearing on the label.


**BLOCK**

Advertised Before Acceptance Under Section 15(1) (Proviso).

CLASS-30, Contd.

BLOCK

Advertised Before Acceptance Under Section 15(1) (Proviso).

Registration of this Trade Mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of all descriptive devices and words appearing on the label.


In Association with 141985 & others.

BLOCK

Advertised Before Acceptance Under Section 15(1) (Proviso).

Registration of this Trade Mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of Word “KENYA GOLD Super Leaf Blend Quality.”

141984. Coffee, tea, cocoa, sugar, rice, tapioca, sago, coffee substitutes; flour and preparations made from cereals, bread, biscuits, cakes, pastry and confectionery ices, honey, treacle, yeast, baking powder, salt, mustard, pepper, vinegar, spices, and ice, ECO MARKETING (PVT) LTD., 146, New Cloth Market, M. A. Jinnah Road, Karachi, Merchants, Distributors, Blenders, and Importers, dated 17th June, 1997, Agent, Iqbal Mobin, Advocate, 217, International Auto Parts Market, Marston Road, Karachi-74400.

In Association with 141985 & others.

BLOCK

Advertised Before Acceptance Under Section 15(1) (Proviso).

Registration of this Trade Mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of Word “KENYA Super Leaf” Device of Cup.

141985. Coffee, tea, cocoa, sugar, rice, tapioca, sago, coffee substitutes; flour and preparations made from cereals, bread, biscuits, cakes, pastry and confectionery ices, honey, treacle, yeast, baking powder, salt, mustard, pepper, vinegar, spices, and ice, ECO MARKETING (PVT) LTD., 146, New Cloth Market, M. A. Jinnah Road, Karachi, Merchants, Distributors, Blenders, and Importers, dated 17th June, 1997, Agent, Iqbal Mobin, Advocate, 217, International Auto Parts Market, Marston Road, Karachi-74400.
CLASS-30, Contd.

BLOCK

Advertised Before Acceptance Under Section 15(1) (Proviso).

Registration of this Trade Mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of Word “SUPER FINE & _____________________”.

144619. Coffee, tea, cocoa, sugar, rice, tapioca, sago, coffee substitutes; flour and preparations made from cereals, bread, biscuits, cakes, pastry and confectionery ices, honey, treacle, yeast, baking-powder; salt, mustard, pepper, vinegar, sauces, spices and ice, ECO MARKETING (PVT) LTD., 146 New Cloth Market, M. A. Jinnah Road, Karachi, Merchants, Distributors, Blenders, and Importers, dated 25th October, 1997, Agent, Iqbal Mobin, Advocate, 217, International Auto Parts Market, Marston Road, Karachi-74400.

BLOCK

Advertised Before Acceptance Under Section 15(1) (Proviso).

Registration of this Trade Mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of Word “Best Brand” and Letters “ECI”.

144628. Coffee, tea, cocoa, sugar, rice, tapioca, sago, coffee substitutes; flour and preparations made from cereals, bread, biscuits, cakes, pastry and confectionery ices, honey, treacle, yeast, baking-powder; salt, mustard, pepper, vinegar, sauces, spices and ice, ECO MARKETING (PVT) LTD., 146 New Cloth Market, M. A. Jinnah Road, Karachi, Merchants, Distributors, Blenders, and Importers, dated 25th October, 1997, Agent, Iqbal Mobin, Advocate, 217, International Auto Parts Market, Marston Road, Karachi-74400.

GRAND COUNTRY

Advertised Before Acceptance Under Section 15(1) (Proviso).

Registration of this Trade Mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of Word “GRAND”.

145915. Coffee, tea, cocoa, sugar, rice, tapioca, sago, coffee substitutes; flour and preparations made from cereals, bread, biscuits, cakes, pastry and confectionery ices, honey, treacle, yeast, baking-powder; salt, mustard, pepper, vinegar, sauces, spices and ice, GRAND LEISURE CORPORATION, (PRIVATE) LIMITED, a Private Limited Company incorporated under the Companies Ordinance 1984. Cl-64 Adjacent Frere Hall, Abdullah Haroon Road, Karachi, Manufacturers and Merchants, dated 10th January, 1998, Agent, Sheikh Brothers, National Bank of Building, Near Denso Hall M A Jinnah Road, Karachi.
Advertised Before Acceptance Under Section 15(1) (Proviso).

Registration of this Trade Mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of Word “Arab” Separately and apart from the mark as whole.


NESTLE GOLD

Advertised Before Acceptance Under Section 15(1) (Proviso).

145946. Coffee and coffee extracts; coffee substitutes and extracts of coffee substitutes; tea and tea extracts; cocoa and preparations having a base of cocoa, chocolate, confectionery having a base of cocoa, chocolate, confectionery, sweets; sugar; bakery products, pastry, desserts, puddings; ice cream, products for the preparations of ice cream; honey and honey substitutes; foods having a base of rice of flour or of cereals, also in the form of ready-made dishes; sauces; aromatizing or seasoning products for food; mayonnaise, SOCIETE DES PRODUITS NESTLE S.A., (A Swiss Company), Vevey, Switzerland, Manufacturers and Merchants, dated 13th January, 1998, Agent, Surridge & Beecheno Finlay House 3rd Floor I.I. Chundrigar Road, Karachi.

BIG BABOL TRIS

Advertised Before Acceptance Under Section 15(1) (Proviso).

146265. Coffee, tea, cocoa, sugar, rice, tapioca, sago, artificial coffee; flour and preparations made from cereals, bread, pastry and confectionery, ices; honey, truffle; yeast, baking-powder, salt, mustard; vinegar, sauces (condiments); sauces; ice; drops; candies; chewing and bubble gums all being goods included in class 30. PERFETTI S.P.A. A Italian Joint Stock Company, Via XXV Aprile 7, 20020 Lainate (Milan) Italy, Manufacturers, Merchants and Distributors, dated 3rd February, 1998, Agent, Sheikh Brothers, National Bank of Building, Near Denso Hall M A Jinnah Road, Karachi.

In Association with 75435 & others. (_______)
POULT

Advertised Before Acceptance Under Section 15(1) (Proviso).

146274. Coffee, tea, cocoa, sugar, rice, tapioca, sago, artificial coffee, flour and preparations made from cereals, bread, pastry and confectionery, ices; honey, treacle; yeast, baking powder; salt, mustard, vinegar, sauces (condiments); spices; ice; swiss rolls, ARTAL FOODS LTD., A Pakistani Company, 417 Clifton Centre, Karachi Pakistan, Manufacturers and Merchants, dated 4th February, 1998, Agent, Vellani & Vellani, 810-820, Mohammadi House 8th Floor, I.I. Chundrigar Road, Karachi 74000.

In Association with 84139 & others. ( )

BLOCK

Advertised Before Acceptance Under Section 15(1) (Proviso).

146395. Coffee, tea, cocoa, chocolate, coffee based beverages, cocoa-based beverages, chocolate-based beverages; sugar, rice, tapioca, flours, pies (sweet or salted), pasta (plain or flavoured and/or filled), cereal preparations, cereals for breakfast, prepared meals totally or partially composed of pasta, ready made dishes partially or totally made of pastry, bread, rusk, biscuits (sweet or salted), wafers, waffles, cakes, pastries, all these products being plain and/or coated and/or filled and/or flavoured, salted or sweet appetizers composed of biscuit, pastry, dough or batter, confectioneries, ice cream frozen creams, honey, salt, mustard, vinegar, sauces (condiments), sweet sauces, pastas sauces; spices; being goods included in class 30, GENERALE BISCUIT, (a French societe anonyme) 4-6, rue Edouard Vaillant 91200 Athis-Mons, France, Manufacturers and Merchants, dated 10th February, 1998, Agent, United Trademark & Patent Services, West End Building, 61-The Mall Lahore-54000, Pakistan.

In Association with 84139 & others. ( )

Registration of this Trade Mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of Letters “SP”, Word “MILK CHOCOLATE” and device of “Jug” and other descriptive features appearing on the label.


In Association with 16175 & others. ( )
CLASS 30, Contd.

BENE COL

Advertised Before Acceptance Under Section 15(1) (Proviso).

146527. Coffee tea, cocoa, sugar, rice tapioca, sago, artificial coffee; flour and preparations made from cereals, bread, pastry and confectionery, ices; honey, treacle; yeast; baking-powder; salt, mustard, vinegar, all being goods included in class 30. RAISO BENE COL OY, a company duly organized and existing under the laws of Finland, Raisonkaari 55, 21200, Raisio, Finland. Manufacturers, Merchants and Distributors, dated 18th February, 1998. Agent, Sheikh Brothers, National Bank of Building, Near Denso Hall M.A. Jinnah Road, Karachi.

BLOCK

Advertised Before Acceptance Under Section 15(1) (Proviso).

Registration of this Trade Mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of word and device of “SANDWICH” and other descriptive features appearing on the label.

146950. Rice, pasta, cereal and cereal preparations; tea, coffee, cocoa, coffee essences, coffee extracts, mixtures of coffee and chicory, chicory and chocolate; substitutes for coffee; non-medicated confectionery; pastries, cakes, biscuits, ices, ice cream, ice cream products, frozen confections; chilled desserts, mousses, sorbets [ices]; bread, pastry, sweet spreads, savory spreads, snack foods, prepared meals, chocolate, chocolates, chocolate products, sauces; pizzas, pizza bases; sauces and toppings for pizzas; sauces for pasta and rice; salad dressings; mayonnaise; dips; being goods included in class 30. MARS, INCORPORATED, a corporation organized and existing under the laws of the State of Delaware, United States of America, 6885 Elm Street, McLean, Virginia, United States of America. Manufacturers and Merchants, dated 11th March, 1998. Agent, United Trademark & Patent Services, West End Building, 61-The Mall Lahore-54000, Pakistan.

In Association with 5029346134 & others. ( )
CLASS-30, Contd.

BLOCK

Advertised Before Acceptance Under Section 15(1) (Proviso).

It is a Condition of Registration that the Mark is limitation to the Colour as shown on the representation.

Registration of this Trade Mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of Word “BISCUITS”.

It is a Condition of Registration that the Mark is limitation to the Colour as shown on the representation.

Advertised Before Acceptance Under Section 15(1) (Proviso).

Registration of this Trade Mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of Word “SUPER BASMATI RICE”.

147586. Flour and preparations made from cereals, biscuits, wafers, crackers, breads, cakes, pastries, chocolates, cocoa, confectionery (sweet) being goods included in class 30, GENERALE BISCUIT, (a French societe anonyme) 4-6, rue Edouard Vaillant 91200 Athis-Mons, France, Manufacturers and Merchants, dated 24th April, 1998. Agent, United Trademark & Patent Services, West End Building, 61-The Mall Lahore-54000, Pakistan.

In Association with 147857 & others.

Advertised Before Acceptance Under Section 15(1) (Proviso).

Registration of this Trade Mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of Word “SUPER BASMATI RICE”.

CLASS-30.

BLOCK

Advertised Before Acceptance Under Section 15(1) (Proviso).

Registration of this Trade Mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of device of “Rice Sheaves”.


CLASS-31.

M A R S

Advertised Before Acceptance Under Section 15(1) (Proviso).

106468. Foodstuffs for animals, birds and fish; cuttlefish bones for dogs; litter for animals; preparations included in class 31 for use as additives to such foodstuffs, MARS, INCORPORATED, (a corporation organized and existing under the laws of the State of Delaware, United States of America), 6885 Elm Street, McLean, Virginia, United States of America, dated 15th April, 1990, Agent, Vellani & Vellani, 810-820, Muhammad House 8th Floor, II, Chundrigar Road, Karachi 74900.

BLOCK

Advertised Before Acceptance Under Section 15(1) (Proviso).

135751. Agricultural, horticulture and forestry products, grains and seeds; live animals, birds and fish; cuttlefish bone, bones for dogs; products for animal litter; fresh fruits and vegetables; foodstuffs; for animals, birds and fish and additives for such foodstuffs, being goods included in class 31. MARS, INCORPORATED, (a corporation organized and existing under the laws of the State of Delaware, United States of America), 6885 Elm Street, McLean, Virginia, United States of America, Manufacturers and Merchants, dated 21st May, 1996, Agent, United Trademark & Patent Services, West End Building, 61-The Mall, Lahore-54000, Pakistan.
CLASS-31.

**KOH-I-NOOR**

Advertised Before Acceptance Under Section 15(1) (Proviso).

136375. Seeds of all types falling in class 31, AGRISIED LIMITED, A Pakistani Company, 2, Khanewal Road, Multan, Manufacturers and Merchants, dated 20th June, 1996, Agent, Ali & Associates, 6, Shaheen Towers, 23-A, Block-6, P.E.C.H.S. Shahra-e-Pasval P.O. Box 12558 Karachi 75800 (Pakistan).

DEMETER

Advertised Before Acceptance Under Section 15(1) (Proviso).

137862. Agricultural horticulture products like cereals, hay, straw, rape, turnips, red and white beans, potatoes, fresh fruits and vegetables, seeds, feeding stuff, malt, malt extract for nourishing purposes all being goods included in class 31, FORSCHUNGSRING FUR BIOLOGISCH-DYNAMISCHE WIRTSCHAFTSWEISE e.V., a company duly organized and existing under the laws of Germany, Baumschulenweg 11, 64295 Darmstadt Germany, Manufacturers and Merchants, dated 29th September, 1996, Agent, Sheikh Brothers, National Bank of Building, Near Denso Hall M.A. Jinnah Road, Karachi.

CLASS-32.

**BLOCKJOOSTIK**

Advertised Before Acceptance Under Section 15(1) (Proviso).

Registration of this Trade Mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of Word “JUICE”.

It is a Condition of Registration that the mark will always be used as applied for.

127003. Mineral and aerated water and other non alcoholic drinks, juices, syrups, beverages, powders, and concentrates for making beverages, syrups and juices being goods included in class 32, LEVER BROTHERS PAKISTAN LIMITED, A Pakistani Company, Avari Plaza, Fatima Jinnah Road, Karachi, Pakistan, Manufacturers and Merchants, dated 12th October, 1994, Agent, Vellani & Vellani, 810-820, Muhammad House 8th Floor, 11 Chundrigar Road, Karachi 7400.
CLASS-32, Contd.

BLOCK

Advertised Before Acceptance Under Section 15(1) (Proviso).

130011. Non-alcoholic malt beverages, namely beer, being goods included in class 32, THE STROH BREWERY COMPANY, (a corporation organized and existing under the laws of the State of Arizona, United States of America), 100 River Place, Detroit, Michigan 48207, United States of America, Manufacturers and Merchants, dated 4th May, 1995, Agent, United Trademark & Patent Services, West End Building, 61 The Mall, Lahore-54000, Pakistan.

FYBOCARE

Advertised Before Acceptance Under Section 15(1) (Proviso).

Registration of this Trade Mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of Word “CARE”.

132347. Drinks containing fibre and preparations for making up into such drinks, RECKITT & COLMAN (OVERSEAS) LIMITED, (A British Company), Dansom Lane, Hull HU8 3NS, England, Exporters and Merchants, dated 9th October, 1995, Agent, Surridge & Beecheno Finlay House 3rd Floor H I Chandigar Road, Karachi.

KINGFISHER PREMIUM LAGER BEER

Advertised Before Acceptance Under Section 15(1) (Proviso).

Registration of this Trade Mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of Word “PREMIUM LAGER BEER”.

137114. Beer, being goods included in class 32, United Breweries Limited, (a company organized and existing under the laws of India), 1/1 Vittal Mallya Road Bangalore 560 001 India, Manufacturers and Merchants, dated 12th August, 1996, Agent, United Trademark & Patent Services, West End Building, 61 The Mall, Lahore-54000, Pakistan.
THE TRADE MARKS JOURNAL (No.596, September 1, 2000)
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CLASS-32.

THE KING OF GOOD TIMES

Advertised Before Acceptance Under Section 15(1) (Proviso).

Registration of this Trade Mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of Word “GOOD” Separately and apart from the mark as whole.

137136. Beer, being goods included in class 32, United Breweries Limited, (a company organized and existing under the laws of India), 1/1 Vittal Mallya Road Bangalore 500 001 India, Manufacturers and Merchants, dated 12th August, 1996, Agent, United Trademark & Patent Services, West End Building, 61-The Mall, Lahore-54000, Pakistan.

BLOCK

Advertised Before Acceptance Under Section 15(1) (Proviso).

Registration of this Trade Mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of letter “F”.

141167. Beers, being goods included in class 32, CARLTON AND UNITED BREWERIES LIMITED, (a company organized and existing under the laws of Australia), 1 Bouverie Street Carlton Victoria 3053 Australia, Manufacturers and Merchants, dated 10th May, 1997, Agent, United Trademark & Patent Services, West End Building, 61-The Mall, Lahore-54000, Pakistan.

In Association with 11092 & others. (______)

BLOCK

Advertised Before Acceptance Under Section 15(1) (Proviso).

Registration of this Trade Mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of Letter “VB” and Word “BITTER”.

141168. Beers, being goods included in class 32, CARLTON AND UNITED BREWERIES LIMITED, (a company organized and existing under the laws of Australia), 1 Bouverie Street Carlton Victoria 3053 Australia, Manufacturers and Merchants, dated 10th May, 1997, Agent, United Trademark & Patent Services, West End Building, 61-The Mall, Lahore-54000, Pakistan.
CLASS-34, Contd.

BLOCK

Advertised Before Acceptance Under Section 15(1) (Proviso).

Registration of this Trade Mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of device of “Coat of Arms” and other descriptive matter appearing on the label.


KENNEDY

Advertised before acceptance, Section 15(1) (Proviso).

115233. Cigarettes, tobacco manufactured and raws, smoker’s articles, matches, gas lighters for smokers and cigars, Allied Tobacco Company (Pvt) Ltd., A Pakistani Company, P.O. Allah Box Colony, Jhangira Road, District, Peshawar, N.W.F.P. Pakistan, Manufacturers and Merchants, dated 20th April, 1992, Agent, Husein & Husein, 204, Azad Chambers, Sambonath Road, Near Passport Office, Saddar Karachi-74400.

RADO

Advertised before acceptance, Section 15(1) (Proviso).

CLASS-34.

HOTLINE

Advertised Before Acceptance Under Section 15(1) (Proviso).

Registration of this Trade Mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of Word “HOT”.


CHIEF KING

Advertised Before Acceptance Under Section 15(1) (Proviso).

Registration of this Trade Mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of Word “KING”.


BLOCK

Advertised Before Acceptance Under Section 15(1) (Proviso).


BLOCK

Advertised Before Acceptance Under Section 15(1) (Proviso).

Registration of this Trade Mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of letters “GPC”, word “APPROVED” and device of “Cigarette Packet”.

135649. Cigarettes, tobacco, tobacco products, smokers articles, lighters, matches, being goods included in class 34, Batmark, Inc. (a corporation organized and existing under the laws of the State of Delaware, U.S.A.), 1209 Orange Street, Wilmington Delaware 19801, United States of America, Manufacturers and Merchants, dated 15th May, 1996. Agent, United Trademark & Patent Services, West End Building, 61-The Mall, Lahore-54000, Pakistan.